SES
STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE - KALBARRI
October 2012
Operational Call Outs September:Friday 21st September - 0037 hours call out for mobilization at 0500. Missing 85 year old
person who wandered off from a tour group at the Pinnacles. Team departed 0500 and
picked up Geraldton SES member. On reaching Leeman (approximately 60km north of Pinnacles) were notified missing person found safe and well - so returned to base..
Training :2nd September - Land Search Team Member course continues with practical field lessons/
exercises to complete the land search course requirements.
Weekend 7th-9th September - As part of our strategy of growing and developing team
members, Dan Neal and Beno Falconer-Brown attended and successfully completed the
FESA Assessors course.
17th September - GPS familiarisation using different models and waypoint offset and goto’s
as frequently used in search patterns was conducted followed by practical exercises to test
them out in local bush. This was followed by setting up the 12 metre Clarkes mast for use
with UHF and for running up the Qmac HF aerial.
Weekend 21st-23rd September - Mid West Regional Exercise with other units at Coolcalalaya Station - details on the following pages.
Kalbarri had the biggest contingent of unit members and played a significant role in the support base setup and operation and the rope rescue teams used in the scenarios.
We did have local spectators on one of the rescues when a flock of inquisitive Emu’s strolled
by apparently not concerned by the bright orange uniforms or vehicles.
On the third day of the exercise, the
station played host to a rally group
with motor bikes, quad bikes and
cars competing around the station
bush tracks. We were the wrong
side of the race track and had to
wait for some time to return to our
base camp. The vehicles provided a
good vantage point to watch a part
of the rally before returning home.
New Members :
We had three new members
complete their induction this
month : - welcome to Wayne
Dewar, Graeme Ferridge
and Debbie Hyde.
October 2012 Training
Date
Monday 1st
Monday 8th
Monday 15th
Sunday 21st
Monday 29th

Time Activity
Organiser(s)
18:45`Debrief Regional Exercise plus Rescue Scenario
SteveC
18:00 Chain Saw Course (Theory)
SteveC/Dan/Beno
18:45`Round Robin GPS, WAERN Radios, Maintenance
Mac/Rae/SteveD
12:00 Chain Saw practical
SteveC/Dan/Beno
18:45 All things rope (round robin + scenario) - Table top Navex
SteveC/SteveD/Mac

Want to learn new skills? - Are you up to the challenge ? - Then phone 0417994277.

SES Mid West Regional Exercise held at Coolcalalaya Station.
On the weekend of 21st/23rd September the Midwest/Gascoyne SES held a Regional Exercise at
Coolcalalaya Station approximately 150km inland from Kalbarri, with other SES units ranging from
Eneabba to Shark Bay.
The objectives of the exercise were to test out
the regions capacity for major deployment of
multiple SES units to a remote location. To test
out each units abilities for point to point navigation and to be self sufficient for 24 hours. Then
as a combined operational group to respond to
different rescue situations at that remote location.
Thirty volunteers and instructors participated
from Eneabba, Geraldton, Kalbarri and Shark
Bay. An incident control centre/operational
base was established with initial communications. All units deployed from their home base
as soon as possible after 3pm on the Friday.
The first group to arrive then established a support base which catalogued individual volunteer
capabilities and vehicles/equipment available
for task deployments throughout the weekend.
Prior to the weekend instructors had established a realistic scenario which would afford
the testing of all possible capabilities during
day and night until the Sunday afternoon.
The scenario was that three illegal's were found
camped on the station and were trapping lizards and birds likely to ship for export. When
disturbed they ran off in different directions and
could not be found. This basic background
would develop over the weekend. Also a group
of enthusiasts would be holding a motorbike
and car rally at the station.
On the Friday afternoon the camp was established as teams arrived and an additional 12
metre telescopic communications Clark mast
was setup. At night time a ‘sentinel’ team was
despatched to the last known location of the
poachers for the night. A standby team was
established, from mixed SES units, sent to bed and then activated when
the sentinel team observed a small camp fire in the distance. One of the
poachers was found ‘injured’ and had to be transported to the base
camps first aid post. The next morning several teams were sent out to
search likely areas and halfway through a ‘rally car’ had crashed with
one ‘deceased’ person and one seriously ‘injured’ trapped person. The
search teams had to be restructured, a road crash team mobilised and
despatched with the specialised equipment trailer to the crash site. This
realistic crash involved virtually all challenges that could be faced at an
accident (except fire) and involved vehicle stabilisation, ’jaws of life’ first
aid, and extraction of injured person, watched over by senior executives
from FESA on a whistle stop visit. The searches continued and in the
afternoon a second poacher was found having fallen down a shallow, dry
water well. This involved a specialised cliff and rope rescue team being
formed from various units and their equipment being transported to the
location. The Larkin frame and harness rescue by the first aider lowered
down the well was conducted with search teams moving to the location to assist.

SES Mid West Regional Exercise (continued).
The Exercise was put on hold for the Saturday after the evening meal
with a 10 year medal presentation to Kalbarri’s Rae Edwards by Regional Superintendant Russell Hayes.
On the Sunday morning information indicated that the third poacher was
several kilometres to the north in an area close to the north river bank but not accessible by vehicles. Two search teams were deployed to test
out new team leaders, whilst the specialised cliff rescue team was deployed to the south bank of the river on a 5 metre cliff face. Whilst the
cliff rescue team was setting up using vehicles for safe anchors, the
search teams scoured the area to the north of the river and located the
missing person, collapsed and lying in the shade of a bush. First aid
monitoring routines were administered and the ‘casualty’ transported by
the now combined search teams to the base of the cliff face, where he

was placed in the rescue stretcher and
hauled up the cliff face, with his escort,
and then carried to the waiting
‘ambulance’. - Exercise complete following the de-brief.
Safety considerations were maintained
throughout the exercise. New techniques
trialled and new team leaders challenged.
As with all such exercises there are lessons to be learnt by all from the newest
SES recruit to the most experienced instructors and organisers. This is why such events as this Regional Exercise are run - to learn and
apply for future real emergency situations.
This realistic regional exercise gave the SES confidence that several units could successfully respond, setup and conduct a remote
search and rescue operation with many unknowns, and, achieve a
successful and safe outcome for all involved. .- [Mac Holt]

